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solutions that did not affect.

But if someone wants to become a major player in the industry; than the firm needs to invest a lot of money,
need to establish relation with suppliers, select suitable locations for outlets. The challenges it faced in China,
however, were far bigger than the ones in the US. The company also learnt that emerging economies are not
ready for environment-friendly practices, especially if they result in higher prices. The model that IKEA
developed for its business ensured it was able to keep costs low. All we can conclude by saying is that before
entering into a new market a firm should do its necessary homeworks unlike IKEA which always did mistakes
first and then learnt from it. The recommendations given below are solely based on the main issue identified:
We classify IKEAs recommendations into two main categories: 1. Another of the strengths of IKEA was its
procurement. The world is changing every day. Ultimately customers were very happy with the cost savings
and IKEA maintained high profits by outsourcing the highly costly assembly part of the value chain directly to
the customer who was more than willing to do the extra work for a large saving. This helps drive traffic into
the stores. But the most painful part is they did not have any hierarchy. But this will not work in different part
of the world. When IKEA first entered the USA market it provided the customers with products that did not
suit their lifestyle and match with their preference like, beds measured in centimeters, too short curtains etc.
All these improve the efficiency of the company. IKEA reemphasized designed and started promoting the
brand with a series of nice advertisements with targeted to the young married couples, college students and 20
- 30 ages singles. Moreover the new designer always tried to explore some new ideas that, how to save the
manufacturing cost with new design. When he started selling his low-priced furniture, his rivals did everything
to stop him. Instead, FDI in retail, like in higher education, has been a non-starter, hopelessly mired in
special-interest politics. It was established in Sweden in the year of  As part of this IKEA is a strong believer
that it should only work with ethical suppliers and as such it inspects the working conditions and the social
conditions surrounding the factories ensuring it adds value to the local communities it works with. Forward
vertical integration 2. The culture is egalitarian. People wants customize furniture and there is no substitute
product of furniture. Page 17 Corporate level Strategy Vertical Integration Large companies are often involved
in many different kinds of businesses and sell products in many different countries. While globally 30 per cent
of IKEA's range comes from China, about 65 per cent of the volume sales in the country come from local
sourcing. They prefer larger sofas, deeper wardrobe drawers, long curtains, large glasses and others.
Accelerated market competition in USA Justification: some of the well established retailer sale furniture with
low cost than IKEA, so it could be very difficult for IKEA to continue their business with only low cost
strategy. Here IKEAs specializes asset is employees skills that employees acquired through training and
experience. Its democratic designs which balances function, quality, design and price gives IKEA the
competitive edge. At the time of its introduction IKEAs flat pack furniture offered a great solution for both
individuals and companies who were looking for stylish high quality furniture at an affordable price.
Somewhat wacky, offbeat advertisements IKEAs target market is the young, upwardly mobile global middle
class who are looking for low-priced but attractively designed furniture and household items. In , for instance,
its China revenue jumped 40 per cent from the year before. Yes, it is offering products at prices so low that as
many people as possible can afford them. Bargaining power of suppliers It can be say that the bargaining
power of suppliers is low. Kamprad always tries to give up a structure of elegance to the furniture. Ingvar
Kamprad started the business whenever he was only 17 years old.


